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OBJECTIVES

 Discuss barriers for adopting new IT initiatives, and the extra costs certain 

personalities bring when they rear their ugly heads.

 Provide steps to prepare for adoption that make success more likely.

 Discuss examples of how to eliminate barriers to IT adoption.

 Learn several actionable tips to easily apply in your own practice when rolling out 

new IT initiatives.



WHY DO IT PROJECTS 

FAIL?
 The failure of major projects to come to fruition and deliver the expected results is a 

recognized problem.  

 You’ve probably lived it. 

 Blame is often shared between staff, management, vendors, physicians, governmental 

expectation, competing priorities, and so forth.

“Don’t confuse sales with delivery.”

Implementation of change is your responsibility.



WHY DO IT PROJECTS FAIL?

According to the website physicianpractice.com, failure of major 

health IT projects fit these categories:

1.) Poor planning & unclear/changing goals & objectives

2.) Inappropriate skills

3.) Lack of executive support or user involvement 

4.) Failure to act as a team





BARRIERS TO IT ADOPTION

 Change is hard

 Failure to plan the change beyond the “we need to change” statement

 Even though it is technologic solution, people are almost always involved

 Mistrust of the new processes or new software



IS CHANGE HARD?

Most would say yes.  But is it?



IS CHANGE HARD? OR, IS 

CHANGE HARD WORK?
 IT adoption takes clear understanding, forethought, trial, practice and consistency.

 Studies indicate that the success rate of major corporate changes varies widely, from 

as low as 25% or a high of 75%.

 The definition of success varies.  A home run versus a grand slam.

DON’T ASSUME THAT CHANGES ARE HARD OR 

THAT FAILURE IS LIKELY.



CHANGE MANAGEMENT – A 

SOFT SCIENCE?
According to Harvard Business Review (July 31, 2017)

 Change Management will follow the path of marketing – moving from a soft science to 

a hard science where predictive analytics are used on shoppers today.

 When Change Management works it is due to the work of “skilled, experienced professionals 

who know how to work together ….to help a business reach its change goals.”



PEOPLE WILL CHANGE FOR DIFFERENT 

REASONS

 Understand that even people without psychologic disorders have personality 

types.  

 Need to appeal to multiple personalities during the roll out of the changes.

 The challenge is meeting the needs of many personalities at once.  Typical 

personality assessments divide the average population in to four categories: 

Controlling, Supporting, Promoting & Analyzing.



DEALING WITH DIFFERENT 

TYPES
SUPPORTING

 Listen and demonstrate listening to their feelings.

 Approach disagreement slowly & avoid disagreement in meetings.

 They value their relationships.  To them, your project means something you will achieve 

together.  

PROMOTING 

 Understand they like to talk…a lot.  They need to share their ideas.

 They like excitement, make the presentation fun or acknowledge that it just stinks, “but, hey, 

I’m glad I get to work with you.”

 Stay away from details (where possible) & stick to the big picture.



DEALING WITH DIFFERENT 

TYPES
CONTROLLING

 Get to the point – quickly.

 Give them choices – where possible.

 Be decisive when choices are not possible.

ANALYZING 

 Be organized and logical.  Give them time to get used to new ideas.

 Minimize risk – where possible.

 Ask for help in getting the facts gathered before starting projects.



CHANGE
“When you step into a turnaround situation, 

you can safely assume four things: 

Morale is low

Fear is high

The good people are halfway out the 

door

The slackers are hiding,”

Nina Diesea, Chairwoman of 

McCann Erickson Worldwide



NARCISSISTS, DRAMA 

QUEENS, & PSYCHOPATHS



IDENTIFYING THE NARCISSIST

 Frequently exaggerate or distort the truth.

 Project false images about themselves.

 They like going rogue and violating rules.

 Sometimes are the office bully (but not always).



IDENTIFYING THE NARCISSIST

 Understand they are coming from the person’s insecurities without fanning the flames.  Give 

them enough reassurance to stay focused on what you need.  

 Maintain a positive outlook (at least to the narcissist).  The narcissist needs to be fed your 

insecurities.

 Present feedback as mild praise, not criticism.  

 Don’t let them cause you to second guess yourself (gaslighting).

GET BACK ON TRACK, DON’T ALLOW THEM TO DERAIL THE PROJECTS



THE DRAMA QUEEN (KING)

 Thrive on attention.  

 Every change you make is turned into something about THEM.  

 The world is often ending and everything is a disaster.

 You will often find them in the parking lot, the breakroom or at someone else’s desk recounting 

how they have (yet again) saved the day.  

 They love gossip and the sound of their own voices.

 They are always comparing themselves to others.



THE DRAMA QUEEN (KING)

Don’t give them any of your attention.

Tell them everything in front of others.  

Refuse to take anything they say about 
anyone else as truth without your own 
confirmation.



IDENTIFYING THE PYSCHOPATH

 Psychopath’s manipulate, deflect and deceive.

 They can be very charming, are very good actors.  They know how to fake 
emotions, tears, and sincere facial expressions.

 They see themselves as the center of the universe.

 If they are caught in a lie, they will just tell another lie or suggest that it was a 
misunderstanding.  Their power comes from discrediting you.

 They lack empathy & never feel remorse for doing something wrong.



IDENTIFYING THE PSYCHOPATH

 Stay alert and try not to work with or engage with psychopaths.

 Accept where you must work with them; DOCUMENT ALL INSTRUCTIONS, TIME FRAMES, MEETINGS 

WITH WITNESSES, ETC.

 Pay attention to their actions and not their words.

 Build your own reputation with your co-workers, making it harder for the psychopath to discredit 

your projects.

Try to find a WIN in it for the psychopath.



TIPS FOR ADOPTING TECH 

SOLUTIONS
MAKE SURE THAT YOU TAME YOUR OWN PATHOLOGIES

 Recognize that there is a healthy narcissist in most of us that provides us 

with our self esteem.  But keep your own narcissistic tendencies in 

check.  IT solutions must be shared successes.  Your team will appreciate 

shared enthusiasm and shared credit.   

 Tone down your own need for gossip.  As a leader you may actually need 

to know what’s going on in the lives of your staff or how well your tech 

teams work together, but take note of whether you are stirring drama.  

Challenge others to keep you in check if certain people tend to bring 

that out in you.  



TIPS FOR ADOPTING TECH 

SOLUTIONS
MAKE SURE THAT YOU TAME YOUR OWN PATHOLOGIES

 According to the book “The Psychopath Next Door,” 1 in 25 people is a 

psychopath.  If you might be a tad high on the scale, understand that your 

need to win can’t happen without cooperation and work from other people.  

 Take on a little more work than you might otherwise delegate so others can 

see your investment.

 You can take credit for their work later.





EXAMPLE - PRECERT
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Eligibility Exception 



Managing Denials



TIPS FOR ADOPTING TECH 

SOLUTIONS

Perfection is the 

enemy of progress.



KEYS TO SUCCESS

 Make certain your data is YOUR data!  Nothing will cause more frustration than 

paying to get your own data in the form you need it, when you need it.

 Data Governance.  Nothing removes drama and personality issues from IT 

projects faster than well defined responsibility for the quality and workflow for 

each piece of important data entry in your organization.

 Make reporting as easy (and automated) as possible.  You can’t manage 

everything IT can give you if you have to spend your entire day running reports.

 Use the tools you already have before buying more. 



TIPS FOR ADOPTING TECH 

SOLUTIONS
 Utilize change management protocols – and be disciplined enough to stick with it, 

even if it isn’t “by the book.”

 Set realistic short term goals.  

 Be open to change.  Changes to your plan may have a better final result than you 

initially imagined.

 Understand that when it comes to IT projects you will never be done!



TIPS FOR ADOPTING TECH 

SOLUTIONS

 Technology may seem impersonal, but nearly everyone will feel that 

technology changes at work are very personal. 

 Talk to the users and those that receive downstream work product.

 Tailor your messages to the end users; narcissists, drama queens, & 

psychopaths included.  



QUESTIONS?
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